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(54) NODE NETWORKING METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM

(57) The present invention provides a method, an ap-
paratus, and a system for joining a node to a network, to
resolve a problem in the prior art that a misoperation in
joining a node to a network in a push-button pairing man-
ner results in a network joining failure and a relatively low
network joining success rate. The method is: receiving
an access indication that is sent by a joined node and
that carries information about at least one joining node;
sending, by broadcasting, according to the access indi-
cation, a MAP frame carrying the information about the
at least one joining node, so that a joining node corre-
sponding to the joining node information directly com-
pletes registration after receiving the MAP frame; and
sending, by a DM, an authentication password to the join-
ing node, so that the joining node completes authentica-
tion according to the authentication password and suc-
cessfully joins the network. In this way, when receiving
information about a specified joining node, the DM can
allow the specified joining node to complete registration
and authentication and therefore successfully join the
network, thereby improving network joining efficiency, in-
creasing a network joining success rate, and improving
user experience and security.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a method, an
apparatus, and a system for joining a node to a network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A home network technology is a home information platform that integrates a home control network and a
multimedia information network, and can be used to implement interconnection and management of various intelligent
household appliance devices, communications devices, information devices, and the like in a home range. With an ever-
increasing requirement of home networks for bandwidth, and an increasing demand of users for service diversification,
the Home Network (Home Network, G.hn) standard approved by the International Telecommunication Union-Telecom-
munication Standardization Sector (International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector,
ITU-T) in 2010 can therefore support transmission media such as a power line, a coaxial cable, and a telephone line,
and is a unified home network standard.
[0003] A home network based on G.hn may include one or more domains (Domain), and a domain is generally a
centralized management network. In a domain, there is a domain master controller (Domain Master, DM), that is, a
domain master node. In addition to having a communication function of an ordinary node, the DM further needs to be
responsible for management of the entire domain, for example, creation of the domain, node registration, bandwidth
allocation and resource scheduling of the domain, coordination with multiple adjacent domains or networks, and network
power consumption management. For a domain working in a security mode, the domain further includes a security
controller (Security Controller, SC). The SC is responsible for authentication of a node in the domain and key management.
Registered nodes all need to be authenticated by the SC before obtaining a key to perform secure data transmission.
[0004] The DM performs domain management and resource scheduling by periodically broadcasting a Media Access
Plan (Media Access Plan, MAP) frame at a Media Access Control (Media Access Control, MAC) layer, where the MAP
frame indicates a start time of a next MAC cycle, transmission opportunity allocation for resource scheduling for nodes,
and a related parameter needed for domain working. Because there may be hidden nodes in the domain and these
nodes cannot directly communicate with the DM, the DM may designate some nodes as MAP relay nodes, and arrange
these MAP relay nodes to send a Relayed Media Access Plan (Relayed Media Access Plan, RMAP) frame.
[0005] In a G.hn-based home network, a joining node joins, in a push-button pairing manner, a domain working in a
security mode. The manner includes:
[0006] First, a pairing button is pushed at a DM in the domain, or a pairing button is pushed at any ordinary node in
the domain, and the ordinary node notifies the DM of the pairing button pushed event by using an existing network.
[0007] After the pairing button is pushed or the notification of the pairing button pushed event is received, the DM
opens a 120-second window for allowing a pairing request, and broadcasts, in each MAC cycle, a MAP frame carrying
corresponding indication information.
[0008] Within 120 seconds after the pairing button is pushed at the DM or within 120 seconds after the pairing button
is pushed at the ordinary node, a pairing button is pushed at a joining node, and after receiving the MAP frame from the
domain, the joining node sends a registration request to the DM.
[0009] The DM receives the registration request of the joining node, and after determining to accept the joining node,
sends, to the joining node, a registration confirmation message indicating that registration succeeds, where the regis-
tration confirmation message carries a password needed in a domain authentication process.
[0010] After receiving the registration confirmation message, the joining node initiates an authentication procedure to
an SC in the domain according to the password in the registration confirmation message and an existing security
authentication mechanism, and after authentication succeeds, the joining node may perform data transmission in the
domain.
[0011] 120 seconds after the DM opens the window for allowing a pairing request, the DM closes the window.
[0012] Obviously, when a joining node joins a domain in the foregoing manner, pairing buttons need to be separately
pushed at any node in the domain and the joining node, and a moment at which the pairing button is pushed at the
joining node needs to be within 120 seconds after a moment at which the pairing button is pushed at the any node in
the domain; otherwise, the joining node cannot join the domain. Therefore, a misoperation easily occurs, resulting in a
network joining failure. In addition, in actual application, a result of joining a secure domain in a push-button pairing
manner is quite uncertain, and a network joining success rate is relatively low.
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SUMMARY

[0013] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method, an apparatus, and a system for joining a node to a
network, to resolve a problem in the prior art that a misoperation caused when a node joins a network in a push-button
pairing manner results in a failure of joining the network by the node and a relatively low success rate of joining the
network by the node.
[0014] According to a first aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information about at
least one joining node;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries
the information about the at least one joining node;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the
information about the at least one joining node, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node when
the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes
node information of the first joining node; and
sending an authentication password to the first joining node according to the registration request, where the au-
thentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.

[0015] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0016] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation of the first aspect, in a second possible
implementation, the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying the information about the
at least one joining node includes:

obtaining the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0017] With reference to any one of the first aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the first aspect, in a
third possible implementation, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining
node includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

[0018] With reference to any one of the first aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the first aspect, in a
fourth possible implementation, the sending an authentication password to the first joining node includes:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0019] With reference to the second possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation,
after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame, generating a MAP frame that does not include the
node auxiliary field, and broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0020] With reference to the third possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, after
the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
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the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0021] According to a second aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and that
carries information about at least one joining node;
sending a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the information about the at least one
joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the first node;
receiving, by the first node, an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0022] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving, by a first node, a MAP
frame that is sent by a DM and that carries information about at least one joining node includes:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM
and carries the information about the at least one joining node.

[0023] With reference to the second aspect or the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a second
possible implementation, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0024] With reference to any one of the second aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the second aspect,
in a third possible implementation, the receiving an authentication password returned by the DM includes:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0025] According to a third aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information about at
least one joining node;
separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication, where the joining node identification information is used to identify
each corresponding joining node;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the generated
joining node identification information, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node when the first
joining node determines that the joining node identification information in the MAP frame includes identification
information of the first joining node; and
determining that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node in the access
indication includes the first joining node, and sending an authentication password to the first joining node, where
the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.

[0026] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0027] With reference to the first possible implementation of the third aspect, in a second possible implementation,
the separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication includes:

when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, separately determining a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
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joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node.

[0028] With reference to any one of the third aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the third aspect, in
a third possible implementation, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification infor-
mation includes:

generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the generated joining
node identification information; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0029] With reference to any one of the third aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the third aspect, in
a fourth possible implementation, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification
information includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

[0030] With reference to any one of the third aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the third aspect, in
a fifth possible implementation, the sending an authentication password to the first joining node includes:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0031] With reference to the third possible implementation of the third aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, after
the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information in the access indication, generating a MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, and
broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0032] With reference to the fourth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a seventh possible implementation,
after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0033] According to a fourth aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and that
carries identification information of at least one joining node;
determining, by the first node, identification information used to identify the first node;
sending a registration request to the DM when determining that the identification information of the at least one
joining node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification information used to identify the first node;
receiving, by the first node, an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0034] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving, by a first node, a Media
Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node includes:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM
and carries the identification information of the at least one joining node.

[0035] With reference to the fourth aspect or the first possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a second possible
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implementation, the determining, by the first node, identification information used to identify the first node includes:

determining, by the first node, a value corresponding to each bit position in a Media Access Control MAC address
of the first node;
selecting a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generating, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification infor-
mation used to identify the first node.

[0036] With reference to any one of the fourth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the fourth aspect,
in a third possible implementation, the receiving an authentication password returned by the DM includes:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0037] According to a fifth aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving, by a domain master controller DM, an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication
is used to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the
DM is located to join the network;
broadcasting, by the DM, a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame
carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password;
receiving, by the DM, a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does not store the authentication
password of the domain in which the DM is located;
generating, by the DM, a first joining node information set according to joining node information of all joining nodes
that have sent a registration request, and sending the first joining node information set to the joined node;
receiving, by the DM, a second joining node information set that is returned by the joined node according to the first
joining node information set, where the second joining node information set is a subset of the first joining node
information set; and
sending, by the DM, the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node information in the
second joining node information set, where the authentication password is used by the joining node to complete
authentication according to the authentication password.

[0038] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0039] With reference to the fifth aspect or the first possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a second possible
implementation, the broadcasting, by the DM according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying an indication for
allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password includes:

generating, by the DM according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, where
the specified field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password, and the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is
used to instruct a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the DM is
located to send a registration request; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0040] With reference to any one of the fifth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the fifth aspect, in a
third possible implementation, the sending, by broadcasting, by the DM according to the access indication, a MAP frame
carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password includes:

opening, by the DM, a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0041] With reference to the second possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fourth possible implementation,
after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration, generating a MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, and broadcasting the
MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is broadcast.
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[0042] With reference to the third possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, after
the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0043] According to a sixth aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

sending an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the access indication is used to instruct the
DM to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located to join
the network;
receiving a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is generated according to joining node
information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request;
selecting information about at least one joining node from the joining node information of the first joining node
information set, and generating a second joining node information set according to the selected information about
the at least one joining node; and
sending the second joining node information set to the DM.

[0044] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a first possible implementation, after the sending the second joining node
information set to the DM, the method further includes:

sending a stop access indication to the DM.

[0045] According to a seventh aspect, a method for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and that
carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication password;
sending a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the first node does not store the
authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located;
receiving, by the first node, the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0046] With reference to the seventh aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving, by a first node, a MAP
frame that is sent by a DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an
authentication password includes:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM
and carries the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0047] According to an eighth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node;
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where
the MAP frame carries the information about the at least one joining node, where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a
joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node, where the registration request is
sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining
node in the MAP frame includes node information of the first joining node; and
the sending unit is further configured to send an authentication password to the first joining node, where the au-
thentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.

[0048] With reference to the eighth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0049] With reference to the eighth aspect or the first possible implementation of the eighth aspect, in a second possible
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implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

obtain the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generate a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0050] With reference to any one of the eighth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the eighth aspect,
in a third possible implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

[0051] With reference to any one of the eighth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the eighth aspect,
in a fourth possible implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0052] With reference to the second possible implementation of the eighth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation,
the sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each
joining node corresponding to the joining node information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame,
generate a MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does not
include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0053] With reference to the third possible implementation of the eighth aspect, in a sixth possible implementation,
the sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0054] According to a ninth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries information about at least one joining node;
a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the information about
the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the apparatus for joining a node to a
network, where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

[0055] With reference to the ninth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving unit is specifically configured
to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
information about the at least one joining node.

[0056] With reference to the ninth aspect or the first possible implementation of the ninth aspect, in a second possible
implementation, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or
a node identifier of the joining node.
[0057] With reference to any one of the ninth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the ninth aspect, in
a third possible implementation, the receiving unit is specifically configured to:
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receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0058] According to a tenth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node;
a generation unit, configured to separately generate corresponding joining node identification information according
to the information about the at least one joining node in the access indication, where the joining node identification
information is used to identify each corresponding joining node; and
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information,
where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a
joining node corresponding to the generated joining node identification information, where the registration request
is sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the joining node identification information
in the MAP frame includes identification information of the first joining node; and
the sending unit is further configured to: determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication includes the first joining node, and send an authentication password
to the first joining node, where the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication
according to the authentication password.

[0059] With reference to the tenth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0060] With reference to the first possible implementation of the tenth aspect, in a second possible implementation,
when separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication, the generation unit is specifically configured to:

when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, separately determine a value
corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit positions of
all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, separately determine a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determine a value
corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit positions of
all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node.

[0061] With reference to any one of the tenth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the tenth aspect,
in a third possible implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

generate a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the generated joining
node identification information; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0062] With reference to any one of the tenth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the tenth aspect,
in a fourth possible implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

[0063] With reference to any one of the tenth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the tenth aspect,
in a fifth possible implementation, when sending the authentication password to the first joining node, the sending unit
is specifically configured to:

send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.
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[0064] With reference to the third possible implementation of the tenth aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the
sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each
joining node corresponding to the joining node information in the access indication, generate a MAP frame that does
not include the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0065] With reference to the fourth possible implementation of the tenth aspect, in a seventh possible implementation,
the sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0066] According to an eleventh aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node;
a determining unit, configured to determine identification information used to identify the apparatus for joining a
node to a network;
a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the identification
information of the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification information used
to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network, where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

[0067] With reference to the eleventh aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving unit is specifically con-
figured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
identification information of the at least one joining node.

[0068] With reference to the eleventh aspect or the first possible implementation of the eleventh aspect, in a second
possible implementation, the determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine a value corresponding to each bit position in a Media Access Control MAC address of the apparatus for
joining a node to a network;
select a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generate, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification information
used to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network.

[0069] With reference to any one of the eleventh aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the eleventh
aspect, in a third possible implementation, the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0070] According to a twelfth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication is
used to instruct to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the apparatus
for joining a node to a network is located to join the network; and
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where
the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password,
where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does not
store the authentication password of the domain in which the apparatus for joining a node to a network is located;
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the sending unit is further configured to: generate a first joining node information set according to joining node
information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request, and send the first joining node information set
to the joined node;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a second joining node information set that is returned by the joined
node according to the first joining node information set, where the second joining node information set is a subset
of the first joining node information set; and
the sending unit is further configured to send the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining
node information in the second joining node information set, where the authentication password is used by the
joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

[0071] With reference to the twelfth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the joining node information includes a
Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0072] With reference to the twelfth aspect or the first possible implementation of the twelfth aspect, in a second
possible implementation, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

generate, according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, where the specified
field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password, and
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is used to instruct
to allow a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the apparatus for
joining a node to a network is located to send a registration request; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0073] With reference to any one of the twelfth aspect or the foregoing possible implementations of the twelfth aspect,
in a third possible implementation, the sending unit is configured to:

open, by the DM, a time window for allowing network joining; and
send, by broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining,
the MAP frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password.

[0074] With reference to the second possible implementation of the twelfth aspect, in a fourth possible implementation,
the sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration, generate a MAP frame to which the specified
field is not added, and broadcast the MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is broadcast.

[0075] With reference to the third possible implementation of the twelfth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0076] According to a thirteenth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a sending unit, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the access indication
is used to instruct the DM to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the
DM is located to join the network;
a receiving unit, configured to receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is generated
according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request; and
a generation unit, configured to: select information about at least one joining node from the joining node information
of the first joining node information set, and generate a second joining node information set according to the selected
information about the at least one joining node, where
the sending unit is further configured to send the second joining node information set to the DM.

[0077] With reference to the thirteenth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the sending unit is further configured to:
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after sending the second joining node information set to the DM, send a stop access indication to the DM.

[0078] According to a fourteenth aspect, an apparatus for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication password;
a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the first node does
not store the authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located, where
the receiving unit is further configured to receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

[0079] With reference to the fourteenth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the receiving unit is specifically
configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0080] According to a fifteenth aspect, a system for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a joined node, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and broadcast a Media Access Plan
MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries the information about the at least one
joining node; and receive a registration request that is sent by a joining node corresponding to the information about
the at least one joining node, and send an authentication password to the joining node; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the information about
the at least one joining node; send the registration request to the DM when determining that the information about
the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the joining node; receive the authentication
password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and complete authentication according
to the authentication password.

[0081] According to a sixteenth aspect, a system for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a joined node, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and separately generate corresponding
joining node identification information according to the information about the at least one joining node in the access
indication, where the joining node identification information is used to identify each corresponding joining node;
broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information; receive
a registration request that is sent by a joining node corresponding to the generated joining node identification
information; and determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node
in the access indication includes the joining node, and send an authentication password to the joining node; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the joining node
identification information; determine identification information used to identify the joining node, and send the regis-
tration request to the DM when determining that the identification information of the at least one joining node in the
MAP frame includes the determined identification information used to identify the joining node; receive the authen-
tication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and complete authentication
according to the authentication password.

[0082] According to a seventeenth aspect, a system for joining a node to a network is provided, including:

a joined node, configured to: send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the access indication
is used to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the
DM is located to join the network; receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is
generated according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request; select
information about at least one joining node from the joining node information of the first joining node information
set, and generate a second joining node information set according to the selected information about the at least
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one joining node; and send the second joining node information set to the DM;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and broadcast a Media Access Plan
MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing registration
of a node that does not have the authentication password; receive a registration request that is sent by a joining
node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the DM is located; generate the first
joining node information set according to the joining node information of all the joining nodes that have sent the
registration request, and send the first joining node information set to the joined node; receive the second joining
node information set that is returned by the joined node according to the first joining node information set; and send
the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node information in the second joining node
information set; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the indication for
allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password; send the registration request to the
DM when it is determined that the joining node does not store the authentication password of the domain in which
the DM is located; receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and complete authentication according to the authentication password.

[0083] In the embodiments of the present invention, an access indication that is sent by a joined node and that carries
information about at least one joining node is received, and a MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one
joining node is sent, by broadcasting, according to the access indication, so that a joining node corresponding to the
joining node information directly completes registration after receiving the MAP frame, and a DM sends an authentication
password to the joining node, so that the joining node completes authentication according to the authentication password
and therefore successfully joins the network. In this way, when receiving information about a specified joining node, the
DM can allow the specified joining node to complete registration and authentication and therefore successfully join the
network. Obviously, the DM can allow multiple joining nodes to join the network at the same time, thereby improving
network joining efficiency of the nodes, increasing a network joining success rate, and improving user experience and
security.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0084]

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a DM side, for joining a node to a network according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a DM side, for joining a node to a network according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a DM, for joining a node to a network according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, a joined node side, for joining a node to a network according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method, on a DM side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a method, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a method, on a DM side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a method, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a specific flowchart of a method for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a method, on a DM, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a method, on a joined node side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
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of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart of a method, on a joining node side, for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a specific flowchart of a method for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 18 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 19 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for joining a node to a network according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
and
FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of an intelligent terminal device according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0085] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the present invention clearer, the following
further describes the present invention in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. Apparently, the described
embodiments are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts
shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0086] The embodiments of the present invention provide a method, an apparatus, and a system for joining a node
to a network, to resolve a problem in the prior art that a misoperation in joining a node to a network in a push-button
pairing manner results in a network joining failure and a relatively low network joining success rate. The method and the
apparatus are based on a same inventive concept. A problem-resolving principle of the method is similar to that of the
apparatus. Therefore, mutual reference may be made between implementation of the apparatus and implementation of
the method. A repeated description is not described again.
[0087] In the prior art, when a node joins a network in a push-button pairing manner, pairing buttons need to be
separately pushed at any node (a DM or an ordinary node) in a current domain and a joining node, and a moment at
which the pairing button is pushed at the joining node needs to be within 120 seconds after a moment at which the
pairing button is pushed at the any node in the domain; otherwise the joining node cannot join the domain. Therefore,
a requirement for an operation of a user is relatively high, and a misoperation easily occurs, resulting in a failure of
joining the node to the network and a relatively low success rate of joining the node to the network, thereby compromising
user experience. According to the technical solutions in the present invention, an access indication that is sent by a
joined node and that carries information about at least one joining node is received, and a MAP frame carrying the
information about the at least one joining node is sent, by broadcasting, according to the access indication, so that a
joining node corresponding to the joining node information directly completes registration after receiving the MAP frame;
and a DM sends an authentication password to the joining node, so that the joining node completes authentication
according to the authentication password and therefore successfully joins the network. In this way, when receiving
information about a specified joining node, the DM can allow the specified joining node to complete registration and
authentication and therefore successfully join the network. Obviously, the DM can allow multiple joining nodes to join
the network at the same time, thereby improving network joining efficiency of the nodes, increasing a network joining
success rate, and improving user experience and security.
[0088] The embodiments of the present invention provide a method, an apparatus, and a system for joining a node
to a network. The system for joining a node to a network is applicable to a G.hn-based home network. The method and
the apparatus for joining a node to a network are applicable to intelligent terminal devices in a G.hn-based home network.
Preferred implementations of the present invention are described in detail below with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0089] Referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 100 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 100 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a G.hn-based home
network. The apparatus 100 includes: a receiving unit 101 and a sending unit 102.
[0090] The receiving unit 101 is configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access
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indication includes information about at least one joining node.
[0091] The sending unit 102 is configured to broadcast a MAP frame according to the access indication, where the
MAP frame carries the information about the at least one joining node.
[0092] The receiving unit 101 is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node
among a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node, where the registration request
is sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining
node in the MAP frame includes node information of the first joining node.
[0093] The sending unit 102 is further configured to send an authentication password to the first joining node, where
the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.
[0094] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0095] Optionally, the sending unit 102 is specifically configured to:

obtain the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generate a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0096] Optionally, the sending unit 102 is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

[0097] Optionally, the sending unit 102 is specifically configured to:

send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0098] Optionally, the sending unit 102 is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of each joining node corre-
sponding to the joining node information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame, generate a MAP frame
that does not include the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary
field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0099] Optionally, the sending unit 102 is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0100] Referring to FIG. 2, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 200 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 200 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins a G.hn-based home network
and that is used as an ordinary node. The apparatus 200 includes: a receiving unit 201, a sending unit 202, and an
authentication unit 203.
[0101] The receiving unit 201 is configured to receive a MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and
that carries information about at least one joining node.
[0102] The sending unit 202 is configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the
information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the apparatus for joining
a node to a network.
[0103] The receiving unit 201 is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM
according to the registration request.
[0104] The authentication unit 203 is configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0105] Optionally, the receiving unit 201 is specifically configured to:
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receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
information about the at least one joining node.

[0106] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0107] Optionally, the receiving unit 201 is specifically configured to:

receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0108] Referring to FIG. 3, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 300 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 300 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a G.hn-based home
network. The apparatus 300 includes: a receiving unit 301, a generation unit 302, and a sending unit 303.
[0109] The receiving unit 301 is configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access
indication includes information about at least one joining node.
[0110] The generation unit 302 is configured to separately generate corresponding joining node identification infor-
mation according to the information about the at least one joining node in the access indication, where the joining node
identification information is used to identify each corresponding joining node.
[0111] The sending unit 303 is configured to broadcast a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification
information.
[0112] The receiving unit 301 is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node
among a joining node corresponding to the generated joining node identification information, where the registration
request is sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the joining node identification information
in the MAP frame includes identification information of the first joining node.
[0113] The sending unit 303 is further configured to: determine that a joining node corresponding to the information
about the at least one joining node in the access indication includes the first joining node, and send an authentication
password to the first joining node, where the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete
authentication according to the authentication password.
[0114] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0115] Optionally, when separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the
information about the at least one joining node in the access indication, the generation unit 302 is specifically configured to:

when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, separately determine a value
corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit positions of
all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, separately determine a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determine a value
corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit positions of
all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node.

[0116] Optionally, the sending unit 303 is specifically configured to:

generate a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the generated joining
node identification information; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0117] Optionally, the sending unit 303 is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

[0118] Optionally, when sending an authentication password to the first joining node, the sending unit 303 is specifically
configured to:
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send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0119] The sending unit 303 is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each
joining node corresponding to the joining node information in the access indication, generate a MAP frame that does
not include the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0120] The sending unit 303 is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0121] Referring to FIG. 4, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 400 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 400 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins a G.hn-based home network
and that is used as an ordinary node. The apparatus 400 includes: a receiving unit 401, a determining unit 402, a sending
unit 403, and an authentication unit 404.
[0122] The receiving unit 401 is configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master
controller DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node.
[0123] The determining unit 402 is configured to determine identification information used to identify the apparatus
400 for joining a node to a network.
[0124] The sending unit 403 is configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the
identification information of the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification infor-
mation used to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network.
[0125] The receiving unit 401 is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM
according to the registration request.
[0126] The authentication unit 404 is configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0127] Optionally, the receiving unit 401 is specifically configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
identification information of the at least one joining node.

[0128] Optionally, the determining unit 402 is specifically configured to:

determine a value corresponding to each bit position in a Media Access Control MAC address of the apparatus for
joining a node to a network;
select a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generate, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification information
used to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network.

[0129] Optionally, the receiving unit 401 is specifically configured to:

receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0130] Referring to FIG. 5, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 500 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 500 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a G.hn-based home
network. The apparatus includes: a receiving unit 501 and a sending unit 502.
[0131] The receiving unit 501 is configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access
indication is used to instruct to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the
apparatus for joining a node to a network is located to join the network.
[0132] The sending unit 502 is configured to broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access
indication, where the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authen-
tication password.
[0133] The receiving unit 501 is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by the joining node that
does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the apparatus for joining a node to a network is located.
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[0134] The sending unit 502 is further configured to: generate a first joining node information set according to joining
node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request, and send the first joining node information
set to the joined node.
[0135] The receiving unit 501 is further configured to receive a second joining node information set that is returned by
the joined node according to the first joining node information set, where the second joining node information set is a
subset of the first joining node information set.
[0136] The sending unit 502 is further configured to send the authentication password to a joining node corresponding
to joining node information in the second joining node information set, where the authentication password is used by
the joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0137] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0138] Optionally, the sending unit 502 is specifically configured to:

generate, according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, where the specified
field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password, and
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is used to instruct
a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the apparatus for joining a
node to a network is located to send a registration request; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

[0139] Optionally, the sending unit 502 is configured to:

open, by the DM, a time window for allowing network joining; and
send, by broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining,
the MAP frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password.

[0140] Optionally, the sending unit 502 is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration, generate a MAP frame to which the specified
field is not added, and broadcast the MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is broadcast.

[0141] Optionally, the sending unit 502 is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of a
stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0142] Referring to FIG. 6, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 600 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 600 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins a G.hn-based home network
and that is used as an ordinary node. The apparatus 600 includes: a sending unit 601, a receiving unit 602, and a
generation unit 603.
[0143] The sending unit 601 is configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, where the
access indication is used to instruct the DM to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain
in which the DM is located to join the network.
[0144] The receiving unit 602 is configured to receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and
that is generated according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request.
[0145] The generation unit 603 is configured to: select information about at least one joining node from the joining
node information of the first joining node information set, and generate a second joining node information set according
to the selected information about the at least one joining node.
[0146] The sending unit 601 is further configured to send the second joining node information set to the DM.
[0147] Optionally, the sending unit 601 is further configured to:

after sending the second joining node information set to the DM, send a stop access indication to the DM.

[0148] Referring to FIG. 7, an embodiment of the present invention further provides an apparatus 700 for joining a
node to a network. The apparatus 700 is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins a G.hn-based home network
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and that is used as an ordinary node. The apparatus 700 includes: a receiving unit 701, a sending unit 702, and an
authentication unit 703.
[0149] The receiving unit 701 is configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master
controller DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication
password.
[0150] The sending unit 702 is configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the first
node does not store the authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located.
[0151] The receiving unit 701 is further configured to receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM
according to the registration request.
[0152] The authentication unit 703 is configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0153] Optionally, the receiving unit 701 is specifically configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0154] Referring to FIG. 8, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a method for joining a node to a
network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a current domain in a G.hn-based
home network. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0155] Step 801: Receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information
about at least one joining node.
[0156] The joined node sends the access indication carrying the information about the at least one joining node.
Obviously, the joined node has determined the joining node. The joining node determined by the joined node may be
specified at the joined node by a user, or may be preset. In short, the joining node is authorized by the user, that is, is
an authorized joining node. For example, the joining node may be specified at the joined node by the user. Preferably,
the joined node may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module is built, and the user
may select or input the joining node by using the screen, so that the intelligent terminal device having the screen sends
the access indication to the DM.
[0157] The current domain is a domain working in a security mode. The joining node determined by the joined node
may be a node that does not store an authentication password of the current domain and that has joined a domain
working in an insecurity mode, or a node in an idle state that has not joined any domain.
[0158] Specifically, the access indication includes the information about the at least one joining node. Therefore, the
access indication is actually a joining node information set or joining node list information. The joining node information
includes a Media Access Control (Media Access Control, MAC) address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of
the joining node.
[0159] Generally, the node identifier of the joining node is obtained according to the MAC address of the joining node.
Therefore, the MAC address of the joining node may be obtained according to the node identifier of the joining node.
[0160] Optionally, after receiving the access indication sent by the joined node, the DM returns a response message
to the joined node.
[0161] Step 802: Broadcast a MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries the infor-
mation about the at least one joining node.
[0162] Specifically, the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying the information about
the at least one joining node includes the following steps:

obtaining the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0163] Specifically, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

[0164] After the DM sends, by broadcasting, the MAP frame, any node that does not store the authentication password
of the current domain receives the MAP frame, and determines whether the joining node information in the MAP frame
includes node information of the current node. If the joining node information includes the node information of the current
node, it indicates that the node is a joining node corresponding to the joining node information, and the node sends a
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registration request to the DM; otherwise, it indicates that the node is a node that is not among a joining node corresponding
to the joining node information, and the node does not send a registration request. When receiving the MAP frame, a
node that stores the authentication password of the current domain also sends a registration request. This solution is a
process in the prior art, and details are not described again in the present invention.
[0165] Specifically, when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, when determining
whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes the node information of the current node, the node
determines whether MAC addresses included in information about joining nodes include a MAC address of the node.
[0166] Similarly, when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, when determining
whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes the node information of the current node, the node
determines whether node identifiers included in information about joining nodes include a node identifier of the node.
[0167] Step 803: Receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding
to the information about the at least one joining node, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node
when the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes
node information of the first joining node.
[0168] It can be known from the description of step 802 that, after the DM sends, by broadcasting, the MAP frame,
any node that does not store the authentication password of the current domain receives the MAP frame, and determines
whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes node information of the current node. If the joining node
information includes the node information of the current node, it indicates that the node is a joining node corresponding
to the joining node information, and the node sends a registration request to the DM.
[0169] Step 804: Send an authentication password to the first joining node, where the authentication password is used
by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0170] Optionally, when the authentication password is sent to the first joining node, a registration confirmation message
carrying the authentication password may be directly sent to the first joining node.
[0171] Optionally, after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame including the node auxiliary field, the method further
includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame, generating a MAP frame that does not include the
node auxiliary field, and broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field.

[0172] The first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.
Optionally, the first duration may be 120 seconds, 150 seconds, or the like. The first duration may be set by the user
according to actual experience. This is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0173] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining.

[0174] The second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining. The second duration
may be preset by the user.
[0175] According to the method for joining a node to a network provided in this embodiment of the present invention,
after receiving an access indication that is sent by a joined node and that carries information about at least one joining
node, a DM sends, by broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying the information about the
at least one joining node, so that a joining node corresponding to the joining node information directly completes regis-
tration after receiving the MAP frame; and the DM sends an authentication password to the joining node, so that the
joining node completes authentication according to the authentication password and therefore successfully joins the
network. In this way, when receiving information about a specified joining node, the DM can allow the specified joining
node to complete registration and authentication and therefore successfully join the network. Obviously, the DM can
allow multiple joining nodes to join the network at the same time, thereby improving network joining efficiency of the
nodes, increasing a network joining success rate, and improving user experience and security.
[0176] Based on the foregoing embodiment, referring to FIG. 9, an embodiment of the present invention further provides
a method for joining a node to a network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins a G.hn-
based home network and that is used as an ordinary node. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0177] Step 901: A first node receives a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries information about at least
one joining node.
[0178] When the DM sends, by broadcasting, the MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining
node, the DM also sends the MAP frame to a MAP relay node, and instructs the MAP relay node to forward the MAP
frame, where the forwarded MAP frame is an RMAP frame. If the node is a hidden node, the node receives a MAP frame
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forwarded by a MAP relay node, that is, receives a MAP frame that is sent by the DM, that is forwarded by a MAP relay
node, and that carries the information about the at least one joining node.
[0179] The node may be a node that does not store an authentication password of a current domain and that has
joined a domain working in an insecurity mode, or a node in an idle state that has not joined any domain.
[0180] Step 902: Send a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the information about the
at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the first node.
[0181] Specifically, any node receives the MAP frame. When performing step 902, the node determines whether the
joining node information in the MAP frame includes node information of the current node. If the joining node information
includes the node information of the current node, it indicates that the node is a joining node corresponding to the joining
node information, and the node sends a registration request to the DM; otherwise, it indicates that the node is a node
that is not among a joining node corresponding to the joining node information. If the authentication password of the
current domain is stored in the node, the node also sends a registration request, and the DM returns a registration
confirmation message that does not carry the authentication password to the node. If the authentication password of
the current domain is not stored in the node, the node does not send a registration request.
[0182] The joining node information includes a MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining
node.
[0183] Specifically, when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, when determining
whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes the node information of the current node, the node
determines whether MAC addresses included in information about joining nodes include a MAC address of the node.
[0184] Similarly, when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, when determining
whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes the node information of the current node, the node
determines whether node identifiers included in information about joining nodes include a node identifier of the node.
[0185] Step 903: The first node receives an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the
registration request, and completes authentication according to the authentication password.
[0186] Optionally, when step 903 is performed, the method includes: receiving a registration confirmation message
that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.
[0187] Specifically, after receiving the authentication password sent by the DM, the node performs authentication with
an SC in the current domain according to the authentication password. After authentication succeeds, the node joins
the current domain, and can perform data transmission.
[0188] Referring to FIG. 10, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a method for joining a node to
a network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a current domain in a G.hn-based
home network. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0189] Step 1001: Receive an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information
about at least one joining node.
[0190] Specifically, the joining node information includes a MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier
of the joining node.
[0191] The joined node sends the access indication carrying the information about the at least one joining node.
Obviously, the joined node has determined the joining node. The joining node determined by the joined node may be
specified at the joined node by a user, or may be preset. If the joining node may be specified at the joined node by the
user, preferably, the joined node may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module is
built, and the user may select or input the joining node by using the screen, so that the intelligent terminal device having
a screen sends the access indication to the DM.
[0192] The current domain is a domain working in a security mode. The joining node determined by the joined node
may be a node that does not store an authentication password of the current domain and that has joined a domain
working in an insecurity mode, or a node in an idle state that has not joined any domain.
[0193] Specifically, the access indication includes the information about the at least one joining node. Therefore, the
access indication is actually a joining node information set or joining node list information. The joining node information
includes a MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0194] Generally, the node identifier of the joining node is obtained according to the MAC address of the joining node.
Therefore, the MAC address of the joining node may be obtained according to the node identifier of the joining node.
[0195] Optionally, after receiving the access indication sent by the joined node, the DM returns a response message
to the joined node.
[0196] Step 1002: Separately generate corresponding joining node identification information according to the infor-
mation about the at least one joining node in the access indication, where the joining node identification information is
used to identify each corresponding joining node.
[0197] Specifically, the separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the
information about the at least one joining node in the access indication includes:
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when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, separately determining a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node.

[0198] A value of the first quantity may be 4, 5, 6, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0199] The specified rule is agreed and shared by the DM and the joining node. For example, when the first quantity
is 4, the specified rule may be selecting the first four bit positions or the last four bit positions of the bit positions in the
MAC address, or selecting a bit position every N bit positions. This is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0200] The joining node identification information is carried in the MAP frame, so that an amount of data carried in the
MAP frame can be reduced, and transmission efficiency of the MAP frame can be improved. However, there may be
multiple MAC addresses corresponding to identification information of a joining node. For example, a MAC address of
the joining node is ...0101, and joining node identification information that is generated by selecting values of the last
four bit positions in the MAC address is 0101. However, there may be multiple MAC addresses whose last four bit
positions are 0101.
[0201] Step 1003: Broadcast a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.
[0202] Specifically, when step 1003 is performed, the method may include the following steps:

generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the generated joining
node identification information; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0203] Specifically, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information in-
cludes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

[0204] After the DM sends, by broadcasting, the MAP frame, any node that does not store the authentication password
of the current domain receives the MAP frame, and determines whether the joining node identification information in the
MAP frame includes identification information of the current node. If the joining node identification information includes
the identification information of the current node, the node sends a registration request to the DM; otherwise, the node
does not send a registration request. When receiving the MAP frame, a node that stores the authentication password
of the current domain also sends a registration request. This solution is a process in the prior art, and details are not
described again in the present invention.
[0205] Step 1004: Receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding
to the generated joining node identification information, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node
when the first joining node determines that the joining node identification information in the MAP frame includes identi-
fication information of the first joining node.
[0206] Step 1005: Determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node
in the access indication includes the first joining node, and send an authentication password to the first joining node,
where the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authen-
tication password.
[0207] It is determined that the joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node in
the access indication includes the first joining node, that is, the first joining node is an authorized joining node that is
determined by the joined node.
[0208] It can be known from step 1002 that, there are multiple MAC addresses corresponding to identification infor-
mation of a joining node, and joining nodes corresponding to the multiple MAC addresses may all send a registration
request. Therefore, the DM needs to select a joining node indicated by the access indication from the multiple joining
nodes that return a registration request according to the joining node identification information.
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[0209] Optionally, the sending an authentication password to the first joining node includes:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0210] Optionally, after the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information,
the method further includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information in the access indication, generating a MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, and
broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field.

[0211] The first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.
Optionally, the first duration may be 120 seconds, 150 seconds, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of the
present invention.
[0212] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining.

[0213] The second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.
[0214] According to the method for joining a node to a network provided in this embodiment of the present invention,
after receiving an access indication that is sent by a joined node and that carries information about at least one joining
node, a DM broadcasts, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying identification information of the at
least one joining node, so that a joining node corresponding to the joining node identification information directly completes
registration after receiving the MAP frame; and the DM sends an authentication password to the joining node, so that
the joining node completes authentication according to the authentication password and therefore successfully joins the
network. In this way, when receiving information about a specified joining node, the DM can allow the specified joining
node to complete registration and authentication and therefore successfully join the network. Obviously, the DM can
allow multiple joining nodes to join the network at the same time, thereby improving network joining efficiency of the
nodes, increasing a network joining success rate, and improving user experience and security.
[0215] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 11, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for joining a node to a network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins
a G.hn-based home network and that is used as an ordinary node. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0216] Step 1101: A first node receives a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries identification information
of at least one joining node.
[0217] Specifically, when step 1101 is performed, if the node is a non-hidden node, the node may directly receive the
MAP frame sent by the DM; if the node is a hidden node, the node receives a MAP frame that is sent by the DM, that
is forwarded by a MAP relay node, and that carries the identification information of the at least one joining node.
[0218] The node may be a node that does not store an authentication password of a current domain and that has
joined a domain working in an insecurity mode, or a node in an idle state that has not joined any domain.
[0219] Step 1102: The first node determines identification information used to identify the first node, and sends a
registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the identification information of the at least one joining
node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification information used to identify the first node.
[0220] Specifically, the determining, by the first node, identification information used to identify the first node includes:

determining, by the first node, a value corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of the first node;
selecting a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generating, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification infor-
mation used to identify the first node.

[0221] The specified rule that is used when the identification information of the first node is determined is set through
negotiation with the DM. Therefore, the node needs to select a rule that is the same as that selected by the DM.
[0222] Specifically, any node receives the MAP frame. When the node performs step 1102, the node determines
whether the joining node identification information in the MAP frame includes identification information of the current
node, and if the joining node identification information includes the identification information of the current node, the
node sends a registration request to the DM; otherwise, if the node stores the authentication password of the current
domain, the node also sends a registration request, and the DM returns a registration confirmation message that does
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not carry the authentication password to the node. If the node does not store the authentication password of the current
domain, the node does not send a registration request.
[0223] Step 1103: The first node receives an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the
registration request, and completes authentication according to the authentication password.
[0224] The receiving an authentication password returned by the DM includes:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0225] After receiving the authentication password sent by the DM, the node performs authentication with an SC in
the current domain according to the authentication password. After authentication succeeds, the node joins the current
domain, and can perform data transmission.
[0226] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 12, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for joining a node to a network. A specific process of the method includes the following steps.
[0227] Step 1201: A joined node EPO sends a receiving indication to a DM of a current domain, where the receiving
indication carries information about at least one joining node.
[0228] Specifically, the joined node EPO first needs to determine an authorized joining node. Specifically, the joined
node EPO may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module is built, and a user may
select or input the joining node information by using the screen (a user interface), so that the intelligent terminal device
having the screen sends the access indication to the DM.
[0229] The current domain to which the joined node EPO belongs works in a security mode. Preferably, the joined
node EPO may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module is built.
[0230] When the joined node EPO is an intelligent terminal device having a screen, the joined node EPO may determine
the joining node in the following two manners:
[0231] The joined node EPO may display a list of nodes that do not belong to the current domain. The list of nodes
that do not belong to the current domain may be input by the user by using the screen (the user interface) of the joined
node EP0, or may be detected by the joined node EP0. This is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
The user selects, in the list of nodes that do not belong to the current domain that is displayed by the joined node EP0,
at least one node as the authorized joining node.
[0232] The user directly inputs the joining node on the screen (the user interface) of the joined node EP0.
[0233] After determining the joining node, the joined node EPO sends an information set of the selected joining node
to the DM of the current domain, where the joining node information set includes the information about the at least one
joining node, that is, the access indication.
[0234] A message format of the joining node information set is shown in Table 1, where an REGID is generally a MAC
address of the node.

[0235] Step 1202: After receiving the access indication that is sent by the joined node EPO and that carries the
information about the at least one joining node, the DM of the current domain opens a time window for allowing network
joining to allow a joining node to join the network, and sends, by broadcasting, a MAP frame including a node auxiliary
field at least once in each MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining.
[0236] Optionally, after receiving the access indication that is sent by the joined node EPO and that carries the infor-
mation about the at least one joining node, the DM sends a corresponding response message to the joined node EP0.
[0237] The MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node is a MAP frame that is generated
by the DM and that includes a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about the at
least one joining node, or carries joining node identification information that is generated according to a MAC address.
[0238] Specifically, a format of the node auxiliary field is shown in Table 2 or Table 3.

Table 1 Message format of the joining node information set

Field Byte number Bit Description

REGID_1 0 to 5 [47: 0] MAC address of the first joining node

... Variable

REGID_N Variable [47: 0] MAC address of the Nth joining node
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[0239] The joining node identification information NodeID in the node auxiliary field may be obtained by using a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node. For example, the 6th bit, the 12th bit, and the 18th bit, and so on, to the 48th bit
may be extracted from a 48-bit MAC address of a node every six bits from the 6th bit, to form identification information
with a length of eight bits, or the last eight bits of the MAC address may be selected, to form a node identifier with a
length of eight bits, or the 3rd bit, the 6th bit, and the 9th bit, and so on, to the 48th bit may be extracted every three bits
from the 3rd bit, to form a node identifier with a length of sixteen bits. This is not limited herein.
[0240] Step 1203: After receiving the MAP frame sent by the DM, a node EP determines whether the joining node
information in the MAP frame includes node information of the current node. If the joining node information includes the
node information of the current node, it indicates that the node is an authorized joining node, and the node EP sends a
registration request to the DM. Alternatively, the node EP determines whether the joining node identification information
in the MAP frame includes identification information of the current node. If the joining node identification information
includes the identification information of the current node, the node EP sends a registration request to the DM.
[0241] Optionally, before the node EP receives the MAP frame sent by the DM, the user needs to perform a push-
button operation at the node EP, to trigger the node EP to receive the MAP frame from the DM, and perform network
joining registration and authorization.
[0242] The determining by the node EP whether the joining node information in the MAP frame includes the node
information of the current node may be determining whether the joining node information includes a REGID of the current
node EP.
[0243] Step 1204: The DM receives the registration request sent by the joining node EP, determines whether the
joining node EP sending the registration request is included in the joining node information in the access indication, and
if the joining node EP is included in the joining node information, sends a registration confirmation message and an
authentication password of the current domain to the joining node EP. Optionally, the authentication password of the
current domain may be included in the registration confirmation message by the DM. If the joining node EP is not included
in the joining node information, the DM sends a registration confirmation message to the joining node EP, but cannot
send the authentication password of the current domain.
[0244] After receiving the authentication password of the current domain, the joining node EP may perform authenti-
cation with an SC of the current domain according to the authentication password.
[0245] Step 1205: After confirming that network joining of the joining node is stopped, the joined node EPO sends a
stop access indication to the DM, to instruct the DM to close the time window for allowing network joining.
[0246] That network joining of the joining node is stopped may be confirmed by the joined node EPO according to a
stop indication input by the user by using the screen of the joined node EP0.
[0247] After the DM closes the time window for allowing network joining, the DM sends, by broadcasting, an ordinary
MAP frame in each MAC cycle.
[0248] Referring to FIG. 13, an embodiment of the present invention provides a method for joining a node to a network.
The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device used as a DM in a current domain in a G.hn-based home
network. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0249] Step 1301: The DM receives an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication is used
to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located
to join the network.
[0250] After receiving the access indication sent by the joined node, optionally, the DM may send a response message

Table 2 Format of the node auxiliary field

Field Byte number Bit Description

REGID_1 0 to 5 [47: 0] MAC address of the first joining node

... Variable

REGID_N Variable [47: 0] MAC address of the Nth joining node

Table 3 Format of the node auxiliary field

Field Description

NodeID_1 Identification information of the first joining node

...

NodeID_N Identification information of the Nth joining node
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to the joined node.
[0251] Optionally, a user may start to add a new node to the current domain by setting the joined node, and the joined
node sends the access indication to the DM of the current domain.
[0252] Preferably, the joined node may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module
is built, and the user may start to add a new node to the current domain by using the screen, so that the intelligent
terminal device having the screen sends the access indication to the DM.
[0253] The node that does not store the authentication password of the current domain is a node that has never joined
the current domain, where the node may be a node that has joined a domain working in an insecurity mode, or a node
in an idle state that has not joined any domain.
[0254] Step 1302: The DM broadcasts a MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries
an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.
[0255] Specifically, the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have the authentication password includes:

generating, according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, where the specified
field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password, and
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is used to instruct
to allow a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the current domain to send a registration
request; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0256] For example, a specified field, for example, one bit or two bits, is added to a frame header of an existing MAP
frame, where the specified field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authen-
tication password. After receiving the MAP frame, a node first performs registration according to the indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have the authentication password that is carried in the MAP frame, but does not
perform authentication temporarily.
[0257] Optionally, the sending a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not
have the authentication password includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0258] After the DM sends, by broadcasting, the MAP frame, any node receives the MAP frame, and determines
whether the authentication password of the current domain is not stored in the node locally. If the authentication password
of the current domain is not stored in the node locally, the node is a joining node, and the node sends a registration
request to the DM. If the authentication password of the current domain is stored in the node locally, it indicates that the
node is not a joining node, but the node may directly complete registration, and may be authenticated and join the
network without requiring the DM to send the authentication password.
[0259] Step 1303: The DM receives a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does not store the
authentication password of the domain in which the DM is located.
[0260] Optionally, the DM receives the registration request that is sent by the current joining node that does not store
the authentication password of the current domain, and sends a registration confirmation message to the joining node,
thereby completing registration of the joining node.
[0261] Generally, within a time window for allowing network joining, the DM may perform registration of multiple joining
nodes, thereby improving registration efficiency of the joining nodes.
[0262] Step 1304: Generate a first joining node information set according to joining node information of all joining
nodes that have sent a registration request, and send the first joining node information set to the joined node.
[0263] In the description in step 1303, the DM receives the registration request sent by the current joining node that
does not store the authentication password of the current domain, and sends the registration confirmation message to
the joining node, thereby completing registration of the joining node. Therefore, when step 1304 is performed, the first
joining node information set may also be generated according to the joining node to which the registration confirmation
message has been sent.
[0264] Information about any joining node includes a MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the
joining node.
[0265] The first joining node information set is sent to the joined node, allowing the user to select one or more joining
nodes from information about multiple joining nodes at the joined node, for registration and network joining, thereby
improving user experience and security.
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[0266] Step 1305: The DM receives a second joining node information set that is returned by the joined node according
to the first joining node information set, where the second joining node information set is a subset of the first joining node
information set.
[0267] Optionally, after receiving the second joining node information set, the DM may send a corresponding response
message to the joined node.
[0268] Step 1306: The DM sends the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node infor-
mation in the second joining node information set, where the authentication password is used by the joining node to
complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0269] After receiving the authentication password sent by the DM, the joining node performs authentication with an
SC in the current domain according to the authentication password. After authentication succeeds, the node joins the
current domain, and can perform data transmission.
[0270] Optionally, after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame to which the specified field is added, the method
further includes:

after first preset duration, generating a MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, and broadcasting the
MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is broadcast.

[0271] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0272] According to the method for joining a node to a network provided in this embodiment of the present invention,
according to the method for joining a node to a network provided in this embodiment, after receiving an access indication,
a DM first registers all joining nodes that do not store a password of a current domain, and then sends a list of registered
joining nodes to a joined node for a user to select, and after the user determines an authorized joining node, authentication
is performed on the joining node. In this way, when receiving information about a specified joining node, the DM can
allow the specified joining node to complete authentication and therefore successfully join the network. Obviously, the
DM can allow multiple joining nodes to join the network at the same time, thereby improving network joining efficiency
of the nodes, increasing a network joining success rate, and improving user experience and security.
[0273] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 14, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for joining a node to a network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that has
joined a G.hn-based home network and that is used as an ordinary node. A process of the method includes the following
steps.
[0274] Step 1401: Send an access indication to a DM, where the access indication is used to instruct the DM to allow
a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located to join the network.
[0275] Optionally, the sending the access indication to the DM by a joined node may be that a user start to add a new
node to a current domain by setting the joined node, and the joined node sends the access indication to the DM of the
current domain.
[0276] Preferably, the joined node may be an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module
is built, and the user may start to add a new node to the current domain by using the screen, so that the intelligent
terminal device having the screen sends the access indication to the DM.
[0277] Step 1402: Receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is generated according
to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request.
[0278] After multiple joining nodes all complete registration, a joining node information set is sent to the joined node,
so that the user can select one or more joining nodes from information about the multiple joining nodes by using the
joined node, thereby improving user experience and security.
[0279] Step 1403: Select information about at least one joining node in the joining node information of the first joining
node information set, and generate a second joining node information set according to the selected information about
the at least one joining node.
[0280] Step 1404: Send the second joining node information set to the DM.
[0281] Optionally, after the sending the joining node information set to the DM, the method further includes:

sending a stop access indication to the DM.

[0282] In this way, the user can conveniently control network joining of a new node in the current domain.
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[0283] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 15, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for joining a node to a network. The method is applicable to an intelligent terminal device that joins
a G.hn-based home network and that is used as an ordinary node. A process of the method includes the following steps.
[0284] Step 1501: A first node receives a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries an indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have an authentication password.
[0285] Step 1502: Send a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the first node does not
store the authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located.
[0286] The node that does not store the authentication password of the current domain is a node that has never joined
the current domain or a node that has joined the current domain but the authentication password has been cleared,
where the node may be a node that has joined a domain working in an insecurity mode, or a node in an idle state that
has not joined any domain.
[0287] Any node receives the MAP frame, and determines whether the node locally stores the authentication password
of the current domain. If the node does not store the authentication password of the current domain, the node is a joining
node, and the node sends a registration request to the DM. If the node stores the authentication password of the current
domain, it indicates that the node is not a joining node, but the node may directly complete registration, and may be
authenticated and join the network without requiring the DM to send the authentication password.
[0288] Step 1503: The first node receives the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the
registration request, and completes authentication according to the authentication password.
[0289] Specifically, after receiving the registration request, the DM further sends a registration confirmation message
before sending the authentication password, to notify the node that registration has been completed.
[0290] The DM sends the authentication password to the node, indicating that the node is a joining node that is indicated
by the user and that needs to join the network. After receiving the authentication password sent by the DM, the joining
node performs authentication with an SC in the current domain according to the authentication password. After authen-
tication succeeds, the node joins the current domain, and can perform data transmission.
[0291] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 16, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for joining a node to a network. A specific process of the method includes the following steps.
[0292] Step 1601: After determining to add a new node to a current domain, a joined node EPO sends an access
indication to a DM of the current domain, where the access indication is used to instruct to allow a node that does not
store an authentication password of the current domain to join the network.
[0293] The joined node EPO first needs to determine to add a new node to the current domain. Specifically, the joined
node EPO is an intelligent terminal device that has a screen and in which a G.hn module is built, and a user may select
or input an add node indication by using the screen (a user interface), so that the intelligent terminal device having the
screen sends the access indication to the DM.
[0294] The current domain to which the joined node EPO belongs is a domain in a security mode.
[0295] Specifically, a format of the access indication is shown in Table 4.

[0296] Step 1602: After receiving the access indication sent by the joined node EP0, the DM of the current domain
opens a time window for allowing network joining, to allow to add a node that does not store an authentication password
of the current domain, and sends, by broadcasting, at least once in each MAC cycle within the time window for allowing
network joining, a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password.
[0297] Specifically, based on an existing MAP frame, a specified field may be added to a MAP frame header of the
MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password,
and the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is included in the
specified field, to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the current domain
to send a registration request.
[0298] Step 1603: After receiving the MAP frame, a joining node EP determines whether the joining node EP stores
the authentication password of the current domain, and when determining that the joining node EP does not store the
authentication password, the joining node EP sends a registration request to the DM.
[0299] Optionally, before the joining node EP receives the MAP frame sent by the DM, the user needs to perform a

Table 4 Format of the access indication

Field Byte number Bit Description

Quantity of attempts
0

[1: 0]
002 represents the first attempt 012 represents the second attempt 

102, 112 - reserved

Reserved field [7: 2] Reserved field
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push-button operation at the joining node EP, to trigger the joining node EP to receive the MAP frame from the DM, and
perform network joining registration and authentication.
[0300] According to an existing solution, when determining that the authentication password of the current domain is
stored, the node may directly complete registration, and may be authenticated and join the network without requiring
the DM to send the authentication password. Details are not described again in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0301] Optionally, the registration request indicates that the joining node EP does not have the authentication password
of the current domain, and is a node that only registers but does not perform authentication temporarily.
[0302] Step 1604: The DM receives the registration request of the joining node EP, and sends a registration confirmation
message. Registration of the joining node EP is complete.
[0303] In step 1601 to step 1604, the DM can implement registration of multiple joining nodes. One joining node is
only used as an example in this embodiment.
[0304] Step 1605: The DM generates a first joining node information set according to all registered joining nodes, and
sends the first joining node information set to the joined node EP0.
[0305] After a set is generated according to joining node information of all authenticated joining nodes and is sent to
the joined node EP0, multiple authenticated joining nodes can be displayed at the joined node EPO for the user to select.
[0306] Specifically, the first joining node information set is a message of a list of registered nodes. A format of the
message is shown in Table 5.

[0307] Step 1606: The joined node EPO returns a second joining node information set according to the first joining
node information set, where the second joining node information set includes information about at least one joining node.
[0308] Before performing step 1606, the joined node EPO displays the received first joining node information set on
the screen for the user to select. After the user selects information about at least one authorized joining node from the
joining node information set, the joined node EPO instructs the DM to send the authentication password to a joining
node corresponding to the information about the authorized joining node.
[0309] Specifically, the second joining node information set is a message of a list of authorized nodes. A format of the
message is shown in Table 5, and is not described herein again.
[0310] Step 1607: The DM receives the second joining node information set, and sends the authentication password
of the domain in which the DM is located to a joining node corresponding to information about each joining node in the
second joining node information set.
[0311] Optionally, after receiving the second joining node information set, the DM sends a corresponding response
message to the joined node EP0.
[0312] After receiving the authentication password sent by the DM, the joining node performs authentication with an
SC in the current domain according to the authentication password. After authentication succeeds, the node joins the
current domain, and can perform data transmission.
[0313] Step 1608: After confirming that network joining of an authorized joining node is stopped, the joined node EPO
sends a stop access indication to the DM, to instruct the DM to close the time window for allowing network joining.
[0314] That network joining of the joining node is stopped may be confirmed by the joined node EPO according to an
indication that is input by the user by using the screen of the joined node EPO and that instructs to stop allowing a node
that does not store the authentication password to join the network.
[0315] After the DM closes the time window for allowing network joining, the DM sends, by broadcasting, an ordinary
MAP frame in each MAC cycle.
[0316] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 17, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a system for joining a node to a network. The system includes: a joined node 1701, a DM 1702, and a joining
node 1703.
[0317] The joined node 1701 is configured to send an access indication to the DM 1702, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node.

Table 5 Joining node information set

Field Byte number Bit Description

REGID_1 0 to 5 [47: 0] MAC address of the first node

Device_ID_1 6 [7: 0] Device ID of the first node

... Variable

REGID_N Variable [47: 0] MAC address of the Nth node

Device_ID_N Variable [7: 0] Device ID of the Nth node
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[0318] The DM 1702 is configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node 1701, and broadcast a
Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and receive a registration request that is sent by the joining node 1703 corresponding to
the information about the at least one joining node, and send an authentication password to the joining node 1703.
[0319] The joining node 1703 is configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM 1702 and that carries
the information about the at least one joining node; send the registration request to the DM 1702 when determining that
the information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes node information of the joining node 1702;
receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM 1702 according to the registration request; and complete
authentication according to the authentication password.
[0320] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 18, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a system for joining a node to a network. The system includes: a joined node 1801, a DM 1802, and a joining
node 1803.
[0321] The joined node 1801 is configured to send an access indication to the DM 1802, where the access indication
includes information about at least one joining node.
[0322] The DM 1802 is configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node 1801, and separately
generate corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about the at least one joining
node in the access indication, where the joining node identification information is used to identify each corresponding
joining node 1803; broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification infor-
mation; receive a registration request that is sent by the joining node 1803 corresponding to the generated joining node
identification information; and determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one
joining node in the access indication includes the joining node 1803, and send an authentication password to the joining
node 1803.
[0323] The joining node 1803 is configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM 1802 and that carries
the joining node identification information; determine identification information used to identify the joining node, and send
the registration request to the DM 1802 when it is determined that the identification information of the at least one joining
node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification information used to identify the joining node; receive the
authentication password that is returned by the DM 1802 according to the registration request; and complete authenti-
cation according to the authentication password.
[0324] Based on the foregoing embodiments, referring to FIG. 19, an embodiment of the present invention further
provides a system for joining a node to a network. The system includes: a joined node 1901, a DM 1902, and a joining
node 1903.
[0325] The joined node 1901 is configured to: send an access indication to the DM 1902, where the access indication
is used to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM
1902 is located to join the network; receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM 1902 and that is
generated according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request; select information
about at least one joining node from the joining node information of the first joining node information set, and generate
a second joining node information set according to the selected information about the at least one joining node; and
send the second joining node information set to the DM 1902.
[0326] The DM 1902 is configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node 1901, and broadcast a
Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have the authentication password; receive a registration request that is sent by a
joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the DM 1902 is located; generate
the first joining node information set according to the joining node information of all the joining nodes that have sent the
registration request, and send the first joining node information set to the joined node 1901; receive the second joining
node information set that is returned by the joined node 1901 according to the first joining node information set; and
send the authentication password to a joining node 1903 corresponding to joining node information in the second joining
node information set.
[0327] The joining node 1903 is configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM 1902 and that carries
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password; send the registration
request to the DM 1902 when it is determined that the joining node 1903 does not store the authentication password of
the domain in which the DM 1902 is located; receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM 1902
according to the registration request; and complete authentication according to the authentication password.
[0328] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2000.
The intelligent terminal device is a DM. Referring to FIG. 20, the intelligent terminal device 2000 includes: a transceiver
2001, a processor 2002, a bus 2003, and a memory 2004.
[0329] The transceiver 2001, the processor 2002, and the memory 2004 are connected to each other by means of
the bus 2003. The bus 2003 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for
short) bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or
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the like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2003 is represented in FIG. 20 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0330] The transceiver 2001 is configured to communicate with a joined node and a joining node, for example, receiving
an access indication sent by the joined node, broadcasting a MAP frame, receiving a registration request sent by the
joining node, and sending an authentication password to the joining node.
[0331] The processor 2002 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 8 in
the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information about at
least one joining node;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries
the information about the at least one joining node;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the
information about the at least one joining node, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node when
the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame includes
node information of the first joining node; and
sending an authentication password to the first joining node according to the registration request, where the au-
thentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.

[0332] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0333] Optionally, the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying the information about
the at least one joining node includes:

obtaining the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the information about
the at least one joining node; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0334] Optionally, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

[0335] Optionally, the sending an authentication password to the first joining node includes:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0336] Optionally, after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame, generating a MAP frame that does not include the
node auxiliary field, and broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0337] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0338] The intelligent terminal device 2000 further includes the memory 2004, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2004 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
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further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2002
executes the application program stored in the memory 2004, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0339] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2100.
The intelligent terminal device is a joining node. Referring to FIG. 21, the intelligent terminal device 2100 includes: a
transceiver 2101, a processor 2102, a bus 2103, and a memory 2104.
[0340] The transceiver 2101, the processor 2102, and the memory 2104 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2103. The bus 2103 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2103 is represented in FIG. 21 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0341] The transceiver 2101 is configured to communicate with a DM, for example, receiving a MAP frame sent by
the DM, sending a registration request to the DM, and receiving an authentication password returned by the DM.
[0342] The processor 2102 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 9 in
the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries information about at least one
joining node;
sending a registration request to the DM when determining that the information about the at least one joining node
in the MAP frame includes node information of the intelligent terminal device 2100;
receiving an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0343] Optionally, the receiving a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries information about at least one
joining node includes:

receiving a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
information about the at least one joining node.

[0344] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0345] Optionally, the receiving an authentication password returned by the DM includes:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0346] The intelligent terminal device 2100 further includes the memory 2104, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2104 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2102
executes the application program stored in the memory 2104, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0347] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2200.
The intelligent terminal device is a DM. Referring to FIG. 22, the intelligent terminal device 2200 includes: a transceiver
2201, a processor 2202, a bus 2203, and a memory 2204.
[0348] The transceiver 2201, the processor 2202, and the memory 2204 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2203. The bus 2203 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2203 is represented in FIG. 22 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0349] The transceiver 2201 is configured to communicate with a joined node and a joining node, for example, receiving
an access indication sent by the joined node, broadcasting a MAP frame, receiving a registration request sent by the
joining node, and sending an authentication password to the joining node.
[0350] The processor 2202 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 10
in the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication includes information about at
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least one joining node;
separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication, where the joining node identification information is used to identify
each corresponding joining node;
broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the generated
joining node identification information, where the registration request is sent by the first joining node when the first
joining node determines that the joining node identification information in the MAP frame includes identification
information of the first joining node; and
determining that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node in the access
indication includes the first joining node, and sending an authentication password to the first joining node, where
the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication
password.

[0351] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0352] Optionally, the separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the
information about the at least one joining node in the access indication includes:

when the joining node information includes the MAC address of the joining node, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information includes the node identifier of the joining node, separately determining a MAC
address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determining a value
corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit positions
of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating corresponding
joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of bit positions selected
in the MAC address of each joining node.

[0353] Optionally, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information includes:

generating a MAP frame including a node auxiliary field, where the node auxiliary field carries the generated joining
node identification information; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0354] Optionally, the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

[0355] Optionally, the sending an authentication password to the first joining node includes:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, where the confirmation message carries the
authentication password.

[0356] Optionally, after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining node
information in the access indication, generating a MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, and
broadcasting the MAP frame that does not include the node auxiliary field, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame including the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

[0357] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
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window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

[0358] The intelligent terminal device 2200 further includes the memory 2204, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2204 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2202
executes the application program stored in the memory 2204, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0359] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2300.
The intelligent terminal device is a joining node. Referring to FIG. 23, the intelligent terminal device 2300 includes: a
transceiver 2301, a processor 2302, a bus 2303, and a memory 2304.
[0360] The transceiver 2301, the processor 2302, and the memory 2304 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2303. The bus 2303 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2303 is represented in FIG. 23 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0361] The transceiver 2301 is configured to communicate with a DM, for example, receiving a MAP frame sent by
the DM, sending a registration request to the DM, and receiving an authentication password returned by the DM.
[0362] The processor 2302 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 11
in the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node;
determining identification information used to identify the intelligent terminal device 2300;
sending a registration request to the DM when determining that the identification information of the at least one
joining node in the MAP frame includes the determined identification information used to identify the intelligent
terminal device 2300;
receiving an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0363] Optionally, the receiving a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries identification
information of at least one joining node includes:

receiving a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
identification information of the at least one joining node.

[0364] Optionally, the determining identification information used to identify the intelligent terminal device 2300 in-
cludes:

determining a value corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of the intelligent terminal device 2300;
selecting a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generating, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification infor-
mation used to identify the intelligent terminal device 2300.

[0365] Optionally, the receiving an authentication password returned by the DM includes:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication password.

[0366] The intelligent terminal device 2300 further includes the memory 2304, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2304 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2302
executes the application program stored in the memory 2304, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0367] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2400.
The intelligent terminal device is a DM. Referring to FIG. 24, the intelligent terminal device 2400 includes: a transceiver
2401, a processor 2402, a bus 2403, and a memory 2404.
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[0368] The transceiver 2401, the processor 2402, and the memory 2404 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2403. The bus 2403 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2403 is represented in FIG. 24 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0369] The transceiver 2401 is configured to communicate with a joined node and a joining node, for example, receiving
an access indication sent by the joined node, broadcasting a MAP frame, receiving a registration request sent by the
joining node, sending a first joining node information set to the joined node, receiving a second joining node information
set sent by the joined node, and sending an authentication password to the joining node.
[0370] The processor 2402 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 13
in the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, where the access indication is used to instruct to allow a joining
node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the intelligent terminal device 2400 is
located to join the network;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, where the MAP frame carries an
indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password;
receiving a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does not store the authentication password of
the domain in which the intelligent terminal device 2400 is located;
generating a first joining node information set according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have
sent a registration request, and sending the first joining node information set to the joined node;
receiving a second joining node information set that is returned by the joined node according to the first joining node
information set, where the second joining node information set is a subset of the first joining node information set; and
sending the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node information in the second
joining node information set, where the authentication password is used by the joining node to complete authentication
according to the authentication password.

[0371] Optionally, the joining node information includes a Media Access Control MAC address of the joining node
and/or a node identifier of the joining node.
[0372] Optionally, the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have the authentication password includes:

generating, according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, where the specified
field includes the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password, and
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password is used to instruct
a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the DM is located to send a
registration request; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

[0373] Optionally, the sending, by broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying an indication
for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password includes:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0374] Optionally, after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further includes:

after first preset duration, generating a MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, and broadcasting the
MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, where
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is broadcast.

[0375] Optionally, after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method further includes:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the time
window for allowing network joining, where
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.
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[0376] The intelligent terminal device 2400 further includes the memory 2404, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2404 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2402
executes the application program stored in the memory 2404, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0377] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2500.
The intelligent terminal device is a joined node. Referring to FIG. 25, the intelligent terminal device 2500 includes: a
transceiver 2501, a processor 2502, a bus 2503, and a memory 2504.
[0378] The transceiver 2501, the processor 2502, and the memory 2504 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2503. The bus 2503 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2503 is represented in FIG. 25 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0379] The transceiver 2501 is configured to communicate with a DM, for example, sending an access indication to
the DM, receiving a first joining node information set sent by the DM, and sending a second joining node information
set sent to the DM.
[0380] The processor 2502 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 14
in the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

sending an access indication to a DM, where the access indication is used to instruct the DM to allow a node that
does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located to join the network;
receiving a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is generated according to joining node
information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request;
selecting information about at least one joining node from joining node information of the first joining node information
set, and generating a second joining node information set according to the selected information about the at least
one joining node; and
sending the second joining node information set to the DM.

[0381] Optionally, after the sending the second joining node information set to the DM, the method further includes:

sending a stop access indication to the DM.

[0382] The intelligent terminal device 2500 further includes the memory 2504, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2504 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2502
executes the application program stored in the memory 2504, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0383] Based on the foregoing embodiments, the present invention further provides an intelligent terminal device 2600.
The intelligent terminal device is a joining node. Referring to FIG. 26, the intelligent terminal device 2600 includes: a
transceiver 2601, a processor 2602, a bus 2603, and a memory 2604.
[0384] The transceiver 2601, the processor 2602, and the memory 2604 are connected to each other by using the
bus 2603. The bus 2603 may be a peripheral component interconnect (peripheral component interconnect, PCI for short)
bus, an extended industry standard architecture (extended industry standard architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the
like. The bus may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, or the like. For ease of representation,
the bus 2603 is represented in FIG. 26 by using only one bold line, but it does not indicate that there is only one bus or
only one type of bus.
[0385] The transceiver 2601 is configured to communicate with a DM, for example, receiving a MAP frame sent by
the DM, sending a registration request to the DM, and receiving an authentication password returned by the DM.
[0386] The processor 2602 is configured to implement the method for joining a node to a network shown in FIG. 15
in the embodiment of the present invention, and the method includes:

receiving a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration
of a node that does not have an authentication password;
sending a registration request to the DM when determining that the intelligent terminal device 2600 does not store
the authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located;
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receiving the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

[0387] Optionally, the receiving a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration
of a node that does not have an authentication password includes:

receiving a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, where the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries the
indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

[0388] The intelligent terminal device 2600 further includes the memory 2604, configured to store a program and the
like. Specifically, the program may include program code, where the program code includes a computer operation
instruction. The memory 2604 may include a random access memory (random access memory, RAM for short), or may
further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), such as at least one disk memory. The processor 2602
executes the application program stored in the memory 2604, to implement the foregoing method for joining a node to
a network.
[0389] In conclusion, according to the method, the apparatus, and the system for joining a node to a network provided
in the embodiments of the present invention, after receiving an access indication that is sent by a joined node and that
carries information about at least one joining node, a DM sends, by broadcasting, according to the access indication, a
MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node, so that a joining node corresponding to the
joining node information directly completes registration after receiving the MAP frame; and the DM sends an authentication
password to the joining node, so that the joining node completes authentication according to the authentication password
and therefore successfully joins the network. In this way, when receiving information about a specified joining node, the
DM can allow the specified joining node to complete registration and authentication and therefore successfully join the
network. Obviously, the DM can allow multiple joining nodes to join the network at the same time, thereby improving
network joining efficiency of the nodes, increasing a network joining success rate, and improving user experience and
security.
[0390] Persons skilled in the art should understand that the embodiments of the present invention may be provided
as a method, a system, or a computer program product. Therefore, the present invention may use a form of hardware
only embodiments, software only embodiments, or embodiments with a combination of software and hardware. Moreover,
the present invention may use a form of a computer program product that is implemented on one or more computer-
usable storage media (including but not limited to a disk memory, a CD-ROM, an optical memory, and the like) that
include computer-usable program code.
[0391] The present invention is described with reference to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the method, the
device (system), and the computer program product according to the embodiments of the present invention. It should
be understood that computer program instructions may be used to implement each process and/or each block in the
flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and a combination of a process and/or a block in the flowcharts and/or the block
diagrams. These computer program instructions may be provided for a general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer,
an embedded processor, or a processor of any other programmable data processing device to generate a machine, so
that the instructions executed by a computer or a processor of any other programmable data processing device generate
an apparatus for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more
blocks in the block diagrams.
[0392] These computer program instructions may be stored in a computer readable memory that can instruct the
computer or any other programmable data processing device to work in a specific manner, so that the instructions stored
in the computer readable memory generate an artifact that includes an instruction apparatus. The instruction apparatus
implements a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block
diagrams.
[0393] These computer program instructions may be loaded onto a computer or another programmable data processing
device, so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or the another programmable device,
thereby generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the computer or the
another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flow-
charts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0394] Although some preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described, persons skilled in the
art can make changes and modifications to these embodiments once they learn the basic inventive concept. Therefore,
the following claims are intended to be construed as to cover the preferred embodiments and all changes and modifications
falling within the scope of the present invention.
[0395] Obviously, persons skilled in the art can make various modifications and variations to the embodiments of the
present invention without departing from the spirit and scope of the embodiments of the present invention. The present
invention is intended to cover these modifications and variations provided that they fall within the scope of protection
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defined by the following claims and their equivalent technologies.

Claims

1. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access indication comprises information about
at least one joining node;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, wherein the MAP frame
carries the information about the at least one joining node;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the
information about the at least one joining node, wherein the registration request is sent by the first joining node
when the first joining node determines that the information about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame
comprises node information of the first joining node; and
sending an authentication password to the first joining node according to the registration request, wherein the
authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authenti-
cation password.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the broadcasting, according to the access indication, a MAP frame
carrying the information about the at least one joining node comprises:

obtaining the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generating a MAP frame comprising a node auxiliary field, wherein the node auxiliary field carries the information
about the at least one joining node; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the information
about the at least one joining node comprises:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the
MAP frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the sending an authentication password to the first joining
node comprises:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, wherein the confirmation message carries
the authentication password.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further
comprises:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining
node information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame, generating a MAP frame that does not
comprise the node auxiliary field, and broadcasting the MAP frame that does not comprise the node auxiliary
field, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame comprising the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

7. The method according to claim 4, wherein after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method
further comprises:

after second preset duration or when a stop access indication sent by the joined node is received, closing the
time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.
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8. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and
that carries information about at least one joining node;
sending a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the information about the at least
one joining node in the MAP frame comprises node information of the first node;
receiving, by the first node, an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the receiving, by a first node, a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and that
carries information about at least one joining node comprises:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by
the DM and carries the information about the at least one joining node.

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

11. The method according to claims 8 to 10, wherein the receiving an authentication password returned by the DM
comprises:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication
password.

12. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access indication comprises information about
at least one joining node;
separately generating corresponding joining node identification information according to the information about
the at least one joining node in the access indication, wherein the joining node identification information is used
to identify each corresponding joining node;
broadcasting a Media Access Plan MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information;
receiving a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among a joining node corresponding to the
generated joining node identification information, wherein the registration request is sent by the first joining
node when the first joining node determines that the joining node identification information in the MAP frame
comprises identification information of the first joining node; and
determining that a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node in the
access indication comprises the first joining node, and sending an authentication password to the first joining
node, wherein the authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according
to the authentication password.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the separately generating corresponding joining node identification
information according to the information about the at least one joining node in the access indication comprises:

when the joining node information comprises the MAC address of the joining node, separately determining a
value corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity of bit
positions of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generating
corresponding joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of
bit positions selected in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information comprises the node identifier of the joining node, separately determining a
MAC address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determining
a value corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, selecting a first quantity
of bit positions of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and
generating corresponding joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first
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quantity of bit positions selected in the MAC address of each joining node.

15. The method according to any one of claims 12 to 14, wherein the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated
joining node identification information comprises:

generating a MAP frame comprising a node auxiliary field, wherein the node auxiliary field carries the generated
joining node identification information; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

16. The method according to any one of claims 12 to 15, wherein the broadcasting a MAP frame carrying the generated
joining node identification information comprises:

opening a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the
MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

17. The method according to any one of claims 12 to 16, wherein the sending an authentication password to the first
joining node comprises:

sending a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, wherein the confirmation message carries
the authentication password.

18. The method according to claim 15, wherein after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further
comprises:

after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each joining node corresponding to the joining
node information in the access indication, generating a MAP frame that does not comprise the node auxiliary
field, and broadcasting the MAP frame that does not comprise the node auxiliary field, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame comprising the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

19. The method according to claim 16, wherein after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method
further comprises:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the
time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

20. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and
that carries identification information of at least one joining node;
determining, by the first node, identification information used to identify the first node;
sending a registration request to the DM when determining that the identification information of the at least one
joining node in the MAP frame comprises the determined identification information used to identify the first node;
receiving, by the first node, an authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein the receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is
sent by a DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node comprises:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by
the DM and carries the identification information of the at least one joining node.

22. The method according to claim 20 or 21, wherein the determining, by the first node, identification information used
to identify the first node comprises:

determining, by the first node, a value corresponding to each bit position in a Media Access Control MAC address
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of the first node;
selecting a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generating, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification
information used to identify the first node.

23. The method according to any one of claims 20 to 22, wherein the receiving an authentication password returned by
the DM comprises:

receiving a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication
password.

24. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving, by a domain master controller DM, an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access
indication is used to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain
in which the DM is located to join the network;
broadcasting, by the DM, a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, wherein the MAP
frame carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password;
receiving, by the DM, a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does not store the authentication
password of the domain in which the DM is located;
generating, by the DM, a first joining node information set according to joining node information of all joining
nodes that have sent a registration request, and sending the first joining node information set to the joined node;
receiving, by the DM, a second joining node information set that is returned by the joined node according to the
first joining node information set, wherein the second joining node information set is a subset of the first joining
node information set; and
sending, by the DM, the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node information
in the second joining node information set, wherein the authentication password is used by the joining node to
complete authentication according to the authentication password.

25. The method according to claim 24, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

26. The method according to claim 24 or 25, wherein the broadcasting, by the DM according to the access indication,
a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password
comprises:

generating, by the DM according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added,
wherein the specified field comprises the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the
authentication password, and the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authen-
tication password is used to instruct a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain
in which the DM is located to send a registration request; and
broadcasting the generated MAP frame.

27. The method according to any one of claims 24 to 26, wherein the sending, by broadcasting, by the DM according
to the access indication, a MAP frame carrying an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have
the authentication password comprises:

opening, by the DM, a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the
MAP frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password.

28. The method according to claim 26, wherein after the broadcasting the generated MAP frame, the method further
comprises:

after first preset duration, generating a MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, and broadcasting
the MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is
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broadcast.

29. The method according to claim 27, wherein after the opening a time window for allowing network joining, the method
further comprises:

after second preset duration or upon receiving of a stop access indication sent by the joined node, closing the
time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

30. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

sending an access indication to a domain master controller DM, wherein the access indication is used to instruct
the DM to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located
to join the network;
receiving a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is generated according to joining
node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request;
selecting information about at least one joining node from the joining node information of the first joining node
information set, and generating a second joining node information set according to the selected information
about the at least one joining node; and
sending the second joining node information set to the DM.

31. The method according to claim 30, wherein after the sending the second joining node information set to the DM,
the method further comprises:

sending a stop access indication to the DM.

32. A method for joining a node to a network, comprising:

receiving, by a first node, a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller DM and
that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication password;
sending a registration request to the DM when the first node determines that the first node does not store the
authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located;
receiving, by the first node, the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration
request; and
completing authentication according to the authentication password.

33. The method according to claim 32, wherein the receiving, by a first node, a MAP frame that is sent by a DM and
that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication password comprises:

receiving, by the first node, a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by
the DM and carries the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password.

34. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access indication
comprises information about at least one joining node; and
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication,
wherein the MAP frame carries the information about the at least one joining node, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among
a joining node corresponding to the information about the at least one joining node, wherein the registration
request is sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the information about the at
least one joining node in the MAP frame comprises node information of the first joining node; and
the sending unit is further configured to send an authentication password to the first joining node, wherein the
authentication password is used by the first joining node to complete authentication according to the authenti-
cation password.

35. The apparatus according to claim 34, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
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address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

36. The apparatus according to claim 34 or 35, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

obtain the information about the at least one joining node carried in the access indication;
generate a MAP frame comprising a node auxiliary field, wherein the node auxiliary field carries the information
about the at least one joining node; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

37. The apparatus according to any one of claims 34 to 36, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the information about the at least one joining node.

38. The apparatus according to any one of claims 34 to 38, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, wherein the confirmation message carries
the authentication password.

39. The apparatus according to claim 36, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each
joining node corresponding to the joining node information carried in the node auxiliary field of the MAP frame,
generate a MAP frame that does not comprise the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does
not comprise the node auxiliary field, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame comprising the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

40. The apparatus according to claim 37, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of
a stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

41. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries information about at least one joining node;
a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the information
about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame comprises node information of the apparatus for joining
a node to a network, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

42. The apparatus according to claim 41, wherein the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries
the information about the at least one joining node.

43. The apparatus according to claim 41 or 42, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control
MAC address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

44. The apparatus according to claims 41 to 43, wherein the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication
password.
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45. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access indication
comprises information about at least one joining node;
a generation unit, configured to separately generate corresponding joining node identification information ac-
cording to the information about the at least one joining node in the access indication, wherein the joining node
identification information is used to identify each corresponding joining node; and
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification infor-
mation, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by a first joining node among
a joining node corresponding to the generated joining node identification information, wherein the registration
request is sent by the first joining node when the first joining node determines that the joining node identification
information in the MAP frame comprises identification information of the first joining node; and
the sending unit is further configured to: determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about
the at least one joining node in the access indication comprises the first joining node, and send an authentication
password to the first joining node, wherein the authentication password is used by the first joining node to
complete authentication according to the authentication password.

46. The apparatus according to claim 45, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

47. The apparatus according to claim 46, wherein when separately generating corresponding joining node identification
information according to the information about the at least one joining node in the access indication, the generation
unit is specifically configured to:

when the joining node information comprises the MAC address of the joining node, separately determine a
value corresponding to each bit position in a MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit
positions of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate
corresponding joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of
bit positions selected in the MAC address of each joining node; or
when the joining node information comprises the node identifier of the joining node, separately determine a
MAC address of a corresponding joining node according to each joining node identifier, separately determine
a value corresponding to each bit position in the MAC address of each joining node, select a first quantity of bit
positions of all bit positions in the MAC address of each joining node according to a specified rule, and generate
corresponding joining node identification information according to values corresponding to the first quantity of
bit positions selected in the MAC address of each joining node.

48. The apparatus according to any one of claims 45 to 47, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

generate a MAP frame comprising a node auxiliary field, wherein the node auxiliary field carries the generated
joining node identification information; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

49. The apparatus according to any one of claims 45 to 48, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

open a time window for allowing network joining; and
broadcast, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network joining, the MAP
frame carrying the generated joining node identification information.

50. The apparatus according to any one of claims 45 to 49, wherein when sending the authentication password to the
first joining node, the sending unit is specifically configured to:

send a registration confirmation message to the first joining node, wherein the confirmation message carries
the authentication password.

51. The apparatus according to claim 48, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration or at completion of authentication of each
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joining node corresponding to the joining node information in the access indication, generate a MAP frame that
does not comprise the node auxiliary field, and broadcast the MAP frame that does not comprise the node
auxiliary field, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame comprising the node auxiliary field is broadcast.

52. The apparatus according to claim 49, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of
a stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

53. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries identification information of at least one joining node;
a determining unit, configured to determine identification information used to identify the apparatus for joining
a node to a network;
a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the identification
information of the at least one joining node in the MAP frame comprises the determined identification information
used to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

54. The apparatus according to claim 53, wherein the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries
the identification information of the at least one joining node.

55. The apparatus according to claim 53 or 54, wherein the determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine a value corresponding to each bit position in a Media Access Control MAC address of the apparatus
for joining a node to a network;
select a first quantity of bit positions of all bit positions according to a specified rule; and
generate, according to values corresponding to the selected first quantity of bit positions, the identification
information used to identify the apparatus for joining a node to a network.

56. The apparatus according to any one of claims 53 to 55, wherein the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a registration confirmation message that is returned by the DM and that carries the authentication
password.

57. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive an access indication sent by a joined node, wherein the access indication
is used to instruct to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain in which the
apparatus for joining a node to a network is located to join the network; and
a sending unit, configured to broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame according to the access indication,
wherein the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authen-
tication password, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a registration request that is sent by the joining node that does
not store the authentication password of the domain in which the apparatus for joining a node to a network is
located;
the sending unit is further configured to: generate a first joining node information set according to joining node
information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request, and send the first joining node information
set to the joined node;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a second joining node information set that is returned by the
joined node according to the first joining node information set, wherein the second joining node information set
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is a subset of the first joining node information set; and
the sending unit is further configured to send the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to
joining node information in the second joining node information set, wherein the authentication password is
used by the joining node to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

58. The apparatus according to claim 57, wherein the joining node information comprises a Media Access Control MAC
address of the joining node and/or a node identifier of the joining node.

59. The apparatus according to claim 57 or 58, wherein the sending unit is specifically configured to:

generate, according to the access indication, a MAP frame to which a specified field is added, wherein the
specified field comprises the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication
password, and the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password
is used to instruct a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the
apparatus for joining a node to a network is located to send a registration request; and
broadcast the generated MAP frame.

60. The apparatus according to any one of claims 57 to 59, wherein the sending unit is configured to:

open, by the DM, a time window for allowing network joining; and
send, by broadcasting, at least once in at least one MAC cycle within the time window for allowing network
joining, the MAP frame carrying the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authen-
tication password.

61. The apparatus according to claim 59, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the generated MAP frame is broadcast, after first preset duration, generate a MAP frame to which the
specified field is not added, and broadcast the MAP frame to which the specified field is not added, wherein
the first duration is a value of duration during which the MAP frame to which the specified field is added is
broadcast.

62. The apparatus according to claim 60, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after the time window for allowing network joining is opened, after second preset duration or upon receiving of
a stop access indication sent by the joined node, close the time window for allowing network joining, wherein
the second duration is a value of duration of the time window for allowing network joining.

63. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a sending unit, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, wherein the access
indication is used to instruct the DM to allow a node that does not store an authentication password of a domain
in which the DM is located to join the network;
a receiving unit, configured to receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM and that is
generated according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration request; and
a generation unit, configured to: select information about at least one joining node in the joining node information
of the first joining node information set, and generate a second joining node information set according to the
selected information about the at least one joining node, wherein
the sending unit is further configured to send the second joining node information set to the DM.

64. The apparatus according to claim 63, wherein the sending unit is further configured to:

after sending the second joining node information set to the DM, send a stop access indication to the DM.

65. An apparatus for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a Media Access Plan MAP frame that is sent by a domain master controller
DM and that carries an indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have an authentication
password;
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a sending unit, configured to send a registration request to the DM when it is determined that the first node does
not store the authentication password of a domain in which the DM is located, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM according
to the registration request; and
an authentication unit, configured to complete authentication according to the authentication password.

66. The apparatus according to claim 65, wherein the receiving unit is specifically configured to:

receive a MAP frame forwarded by a MAP relay node, wherein the MAP frame is sent by the DM and carries
the indication for allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password.

67. A system for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a joined node, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, wherein the access
indication comprises information about at least one joining node;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and broadcast a Media Access
Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, wherein the MAP frame carries the information about the
at least one joining node; and receive a registration request that is sent by a joining node corresponding to the
information about the at least one joining node, and send an authentication password to the joining node; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the information
about the at least one joining node; send the registration request to the DM when determining that the information
about the at least one joining node in the MAP frame comprises node information of the joining node; receive
the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and complete
authentication according to the authentication password.

68. A system for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a joined node, configured to send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, wherein the access
indication comprises information about at least one joining node;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and separately generate corre-
sponding joining node identification information according to the information about the at least one joining node
in the access indication, wherein the joining node identification information is used to identify each corresponding
joining node; broadcast a Media Access Plan MAP frame carrying the generated joining node identification
information; receive a registration request that is sent by a joining node corresponding to the generated joining
node identification information; and determine that a joining node corresponding to the information about the
at least one joining node in the access indication comprises the joining node, and send an authentication
password to the joining node; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the joining node
identification information; determine identification information used to identify the joining node, and send the
registration request to the DM when determining that the identification information of the at least one joining
node in the MAP frame comprises the determined identification information used to identify the joining node;
receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the registration request; and
complete authentication according to the authentication password.

69. A system for joining a node to a network, comprising:

a joined node, configured to: send an access indication to a domain master controller DM, wherein the access
indication is used to instruct to allow a joining node that does not store an authentication password of a domain
in which the DM is located to join the network; receive a first joining node information set that is sent by the DM
and that is generated according to joining node information of all joining nodes that have sent a registration
request; select information about at least one joining node from the joining node information of the first joining
node information set, and generate a second joining node information set according to the selected information
about the at least one joining node; and send the second joining node information set to the DM;
the DM, configured to: receive the access indication sent by the joined node, and broadcast a Media Access
Plan MAP frame according to the access indication, wherein the MAP frame carries an indication for allowing
registration of a node that does not have the authentication password; receive a registration request that is sent
by a joining node that does not store the authentication password of the domain in which the DM is located;
generate the first joining node information set according to the joining node information of all the joining nodes
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that have sent the registration request, and send the first joining node information set to the joined node; receive
the second joining node information set that is returned by the joined node according to the first joining node
information set; and send the authentication password to a joining node corresponding to joining node information
in the second joining node information set; and
the joining node, configured to: receive the MAP frame that is sent by the DM and that carries the indication for
allowing registration of a node that does not have the authentication password; send the registration request
to the DM when it is determined that the joining node does not store the authentication password of the domain
in which the DM is located; receive the authentication password that is returned by the DM according to the
registration request; and complete authentication according to the authentication password.
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